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Introduction
The purpose of this research was to evaluate LIBS to determine if it has
the ability to perform comparative analysis of copper, specifically the
jacketed metal on different bullets. Copper metal has great potential as
forensic evidence due to its presence in a range of cases from thefts of
copper wiring and pipes, the use of copper wiring in IEDs, and its
common function as bullet jackets. Excellent discrimination of copper
metal has been demonstrated through trace element profiles collected
using solution-based ICP-MS. Although ICP-MS has many advantages for
elemental analysis, including its low detection limits, high accuracy and
excellent precision, alternative methods that are faster, require less (or
no) sample preparation, and require smaller sample sizes are being
investigated. LIBS is an advantageous tool for elemental profiling due to
the fact that it is rapid, requires no sample preparation, is able to
simultaneously provide information on multiple elements at once, and
is less expensive than other instruments used for elemental analysis.
LIBS has proven value for the analysis of glass, paint, soil, ink, and other
samples of forensic interest, and this research investigated its
capabilities for the discrimination of copper. The ability of LIBS to
perform comparative elemental analysis on copper-jacketed bullets has
the potential to provide a novel method for forensic scientists to use in
comparing ballistic evidence. These results that can be extended to
other sources of copper, such as pipes and wiring, thus expanding the
utility of LIBS instrumentation in forensic laboratories to alternative
evidence items.

Methods
⁍ Method development resulted in the
following optimal LIBS parameters for
Copper: 0.3 μs gate delay, 100%
energy, 100 shots, & 125 μm spot size.
⁍ 5 spectra were collected from the
copper jacketing of each bullet

Figure 1: Image of LIBS J200 instrument,
Applied Spectra, Inc.
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Table 1: Ten (10) copper jacketed bullets used in experiment

Bullet #

Bullet Type

1

Remington 44 Magnum

2

Armscor Precision

3

Federal Premium Hunting

4

Remington Express

5

Smith & Wesson 40 Caliber

6

Ultramax Ammunition

7

Winchester 38 Special

8

Winchester 303 British

9

Winchester 357 Magnum

10

Winchester Government

Figure 2: Image of laser ablation divot on copper jacketing.

Multivariate Statistics:
⁍ Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to orthogonalize the data for Canonical
Variate Analysis (CVA), with Hold-One-Out Cross-Validation (HOO-CV) used to estimate
classification error rate.

Table 3: Table of misclassifications and error
rates of HOO-CV PCA-CVA

Results
Table 2: Table of 9 elements (and their LIBS peaks)
evaluated for discrimination of Copper
Element
& Peak
(nm)

Variable
#

Element
& Peak
(nm)

Variable
#

Zn 206

1

Zn 334

9

Sb 218

2

Sc 402

10

Bi 223

3

V 438

11

Cd 226

4

Zn 468

12

Zn 256

5

Zn 472

13

Fe 260

6

Zn 481

14

Pt 270

7

Ba 553

15

Zn 303

8

Zn 636

16

⁍ All samples had at least 1 replicate
incorrectly classified, possibly due to microinhomogeneity of the copper or precision of
method.
⁍ No sample had more than 2 replicates
incorrectly classified, thus if 5 (or more)
replicates from a sample are considered
together, the correct classification would be
made for all 10 bullets.
⁍ Not yet able to source identify from the
copper, but can be used for exclusions. For
the discrimination of bullets, it may have
value when combined with elemental
analysis of bullet lead
⁍ Future research will include investigating
other statistical models and data pretreatments. Also, other sources of copper
metal (i.e., wires & pipes)

Table 4: Confusion matrix for bullet class prediction
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